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Hi, we are CreditBook! CreditBook is building technology that seeks to improve financial

outcomes for entrepreneurs. We are excited to be at the forefront of accelerating the

digitization of small and medium-sized businesses across Pakistan. The problem that we

are solving for is that in emerging markets, a lack of access to technology at the micro and

small-business level means that these businesses lack visibility on their cash flows, payables

and receivables and spend onerous time and resources in managing paper registers. The

resulting broken cashflows limit the ability of these entrepreneurs to use their capital in

growing their business or acquiring customers. We're passionate about solving this problem at

scale. In the first 12-18 months, CreditBook has secured $11m+ USD in venture financing

and has scaled its technology to tens of thousands of micro-businesses across Pakistan. Our

success has been backed by leading investors from around the world, including Tiger Global,

Firstminute Capital, Quiet Capital, and Better Tomorrow Ventures.We are keen to partner

with curious individuals, passionate about solving for this problem with us. If this sounds like

you, we encourage you to apply today!How you’ll make an impactDeeply understand data

consumers’ needsWork with stakeholders including the Executive, Product, Data and Design

teams to assist with data-related technical issues and support their data infrastructure

needs.Build a world class data infrastructure understanding in depth the needs of the data

consumersIngest at scale external data from multiple sources Support Data Science and

Data Analysis team in developing end to end Data ProductsOwn CreditBook Data

InfrastructureWhat we’d love to see3+ years of experience in Data engineering and Software

EngineeringProven experience in building and optimising Big Data pipelinesExcellent SQL
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and Python skillsExcellent knowledge of orchestration toolsProven strong experience with

Cloud services and cloud infrastructureExtremely curious about data space and its

developmentCreative in solving complex technology problemsAbility to think critically about

problemsAbility to think holistically about data infrastructureAbility to work autonomously and

lead E2E projectsExhibit a product mindsetKnowledge on streaming architecturesWhat

we offer (Benefits & Compensation)Competitive salary and stock optionsHealth Insurance

benefitsRemote-first culture -- work when you want, how you want (on-site or remote or

both)!Unlimited total paid leavesEngaging culture with company-wide weekly updates about

business metrics and customer storiesYearly training sponsorship budget for teammatesA

feedback-heavy culture consisting of quarterly feedback cycles and regular 1:1 check-ins with

one's managerInternal and external masterclasses from individuals at renowned global

organizationsPeople-first policies like early salary disbursement ahead of major holidays

like Eid, Christmas and HoliFree lunch at the office on Tuesdays!Exposure to a

multicultural team, spread across three continentsJust So You KnowCreditBook is an Equal

Opportunity Employer and strictly prohibits discrimination of any kind. We believe that great

ideas come through broad exposure, diversity and healthy debate. We are committed to

building the best team possible and all employment decisions are based on business needs,

job requirements and individual potential and qualifications, without regard to race, color, age,

religion, socioeconomic status, orientation, gender identity, national origin or disability. We

feel excited about learning from one another and getting unique, thoughtful, bold opinions --

we're excited for yours!If you’re still nodding your head in agreement and this seems like a good

fit, apply away— we’re looking for you!
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